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So in this post I'm going to explain how we can auto post on wordpress blog without any extra work to do. So my friend and I
created a facebook .... The question I get almost every day is “How do I import my blog into Facebook, so my blog posts
automatically get published to my Facebook .... A way to import Facebook posts in your blog is to use
http://www.social2blog.com/ but it work only with Facebook page. Social2blog auto post to Wordpress a .... Automatically Add
Blog Posts to Your Facebook Fan Page Wall ... Not e that a number will jump to your wall page with this first import, but from
then on when you .... If you are using wordpress then i would suggest you to use jetpack plugins. When you have installed this
plugin you will find an option .... Now you can write Notes on Facebook. You can also import your blog from another site.When
you tell people you work at Facebook, they want to know more; .... Each #hashtag correspond to a blog Category!
DownloadDemo. SOCIAL CONTENT SUPPORTED. POST TWITTER PROFILE. POST FACEBOOK PAGE. EVENTS ....
The feature also lets you import old blog posts and publish future posts as they ... Facebook automatically starts importing old
Blogger posts into the "Notes" .... This document provides an overview of the systems that enable publishers to automate the
distribution of Instant Articles to Facebook and manage how Instant .... Social2blog ( http://www.social2blog.com/ ) import
facebook posts in your blog, with a creation of Wordpress post and then with real SEO ...

Import Your Articles. This section introduces and describes different methods for importing articles from your CMS to
Facebook and converting them into Instant .... Inside Facebook has recently written about simplifying how you use Facebook
with other social media tools in order to make life a little easier.. Reading updates and commenting in Facebook is what they are
used to whereas posts on blogs isn't. Importing your blog feed into Facebook .... That way, the people on Facebook can read
your musings without your having to type every blog entry twice. To import blog entries from an existing blog into .... Log in to
your Facebook account and find the Create post section at the top of the page. Type something about the blog post that you're
sharing, and then paste the URL into the post directly below your text. After you've pasted the link, a preview of the blog post
should populate below the text box.. I'm not sure this is what you're looking for, but you can use publicize through wordpress to
automatically use your blog posts as facebook status updates. Go into .... Have you imported your blog to automatically post to
your Facebook Profile or Fan Page? Get on it people! I know there is lots to do but this will .... Use the Facebook application,
Notes, to add a blog to your Facebook page. ... say Import a Blog, so type in the URL of your RSS feed and click Start
Importing at .... In addition, you can automatically post blog posts imported via RSS feeds and plugins to Facebook, Twitter and
Google My Business (staring .... Here's a tutorial that will show you how to import you blog posts into Facebook, using
Facebook Notes application. It will eliminate the need for you to manually ...
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